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Abstract
Purpose Within the field of life cycle assessment (LCA), simplifications are a response to the practical restrictions in the context
of a study. In the 1990s, simplifications were part of a debate on streamlining within LCA. Since then, many studies have been
published on simplifying LCA but with little attention to systematise the approaches available. Also, despite being pervasive
during the making of LCA studies, simplifications remain often invisible in the final results. This paper therefore reviews the
literature on simplification in LCA in order to systematise the approaches found today.
Methods A review of the LCA simplification literature was conducted. The systematic search and selection process led to a
sample of 166 publications. During the review phase, the conceptual contributions to the simplification discourse were evaluated.
A dataset of 163 entries was created, listing the conceptual contributions to the simplification debate. An empirically grounded
analysis led to the generative development of a systematisation of simplifications according to their underlying simplifying logic.
Results and discussion Five simplifying logics were identified: exclusion, inventory data substitution, qualitative expert judg-
ment, standardisation and automation. Together, these simplifying logics inform 13 simplification strategies. The identified
logics represent approaches to handle the complexities of product systems and expectations of the users of LCA results with
the resources available to the analyst. Each simplification strategy is discussed with regard to its main applications and
challenges.
Conclusions This paper provides a first systematisation of the different simplification logics frequently applied in LCA since the
original streamlining discussion. The presented terminology can help making communication about simplification more explicit
and transparent, thus important for the credibility of LCA. Despite the pervasiveness of simplification in LCA, there is a relative
lack of research on simplification per se, making further research describing simplification as a practice and analysing simpli-
fications methodologically desirable.

Keywords Simplified LCA . Simplification . Strategy . Exclusion . Data substitution . Expert judgment . Standardisation .

Automation

1 Introduction

Simplifications are part of daily practice for LCA practi-
tioners. Resource or data limitations, the complexity of the
product and the goal or timing of a study may drive an analyst

to simplify some aspects of LCA work. It is difficult to imag-
ine an LCA study which does not contain any simplification in
at least part of the assessment. Simplifications are a way of
getting work done and reducing the complexity of the task
(Star 1983). In the LCA community, the notion of simplifica-
tion has traditionally been connected to a desire for easier and
quicker assessment (Curran and Young 1996) and framed by
concerns that LCA is too complex to be used routinely
(Graedel and Lifset 2016).

Simplifying LCA became a subject of debate in the LCA
community when the US environmental protection agency
(EPA) hosted a conference on LCA streamlining in 1995
(Curran and Young 1996). Several prominent publications
introduced ideas on how to simplify LCA (e.g. Christiansen
1997; Graedel 1998; Todd and Curran 1999; Weitz et al.
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1996). A guiding theme in these contributions was the desire
to reduce the data work involved in LCA. This goal was pur-
sued primarily through the exclusion of inventory data and
impact categories, the use of surrogate data (Christiansen
1997; Todd and Curran 1999; Weitz et al. 1996) and matrix
approaches to LCA (Graedel 1998). Next to an instrumental
purpose, the streamlining debate also served to highlight the
importance of simplifications in LCA work.

In the decades that followed the EPA conference, LCA has
matured into a dominant environmental assessment method-
ology with applications in many sectors and domains.
Commercial and non-commercial software and database
packages, sector-specific standards and ready-made impact
assessment methodologies have greatly aided the diffusion
of LCA methodology. The ever-growing pool of LCA studies
suggests that LCA is more accessible today than ever. At the
same time, the original reasons for simplifying LCA—
resource limitations, the product’s complexity, the goal or
timing of a study—are still the chief concerns of most ana-
lysts. Given the impressive developments within the LCA
community, it seems timely to examine whether simplification
strategies have evolved as well.

Since the initial streamlining discussion in the 1990s, a great
number of studies have been produced on simplifying LCA.
Many studies propose a particular simplification technique
(e.g. Huebschmann et al. 2011; Olivetti et al. 2013; Pelton
and Smith 2015) or apply multiple techniques to a product
system (e.g. Arzoumanidis et al. 2017; Hochschorner and
Finnveden 2003; Hur et al. 2005; Moberg et al. 2014; Soust-
Verdaguer et al. 2016).

While the literature allows insight into some common sim-
plification practices, it is unlikely to capture the richness and
variety of simplification practices that exist throughout the
LCA community. Nevertheless, little attention has been paid
to systematise those practices that are documented in the sim-
plification literature. It is striking that while simplifications are
one of the key subjective choices that affect the outcome of an
LCA study, their practical application is rarely transparently
communicated (Tasala Gradin 2020). Despite being pervasive
during the making of LCA studies, simplifications have be-
come a less visible part of LCA work than they were during
the streamlining debate.

This article aims to bring more attention to simplifications
in LCA by showing what two decades of simplification prac-
tices have contributed to the LCA literature. Compared with
previous studies on LCA simplification (Arzoumanidis et al.
2014;Moberg et al. 2014), this article adopts a wider scope and
a more generative approach. Rather than focus on a specific
product system, this article presents a review of simplification
practices prevalent in the LCA literature. Simplifications cover
methodological simplifications, such as exclusions in the in-
ventory model, but also practices that simplify LCA work,
such as automated data integration. The findings from the

review are systematised into a framework distinguishing be-
tween different simplifying logics. Based on the findings, this
article discusses how a systematisation of simplification strat-
egies can inform LCA practice.

The purpose with the presented systematisation is to im-
prove understanding about simplification practices within
LCA, thus helping to promote transparency on simplification
in LCA. The insights from this review may encourage LCA
practitioners to make better informed decisions as to which
simplification technique to apply to effectively conduct LCA
work. They can also be used to more effectively communicate
about simplifications in an LCA study, thus help making sim-
plifications again a more visible part of LCA work.

2 Method

The research method combines a systematic search and
review of simplification literature with a grounded-theory
informed generative development of simplifying logics. A
systematic search and review method starts from a compre-
hensive review to systematise existing evidence. However,
rather than systematically counting and reporting the frequen-
cy of each answer type, the method proposes to focus on the
evaluation of new conceptual insights (Grant and Booth
2009). Grounded theory is used in this literature review to
prioritise a methodological reading of the empirical literature
in order to let the data speak for itself. From this empirical
grounding, a concept-centric analysis proceeds to categorise
sets of ideas across articles (Wolfswinkel et al. 2013). The
focus is thus on theory generation from empirical data and
not theory verification (Alvesson and Sköldberg 2009). In
practice, the research follows a five-step method proposed
by Wolfswinkel et al. (2013): define, search, select, analyse
and present. The application of these five steps in this study is
outlined below.

Define The definition of the search terms emerged from four
works about simplification in environmental LCA that were
known to be early publications on the topic (Christiansen
1997; Curran and Young 1996; Graedel 1998; Todd and
Curran 1999). An initial reading of these publications revealed
that simplification, streamlining, scoping and screening were
terms that were closely related to each other and would pro-
duce useful terms to define the search query.

Search Searches on the research databases ‘Web of Science’
and ‘Scopus’ were conducted, combining different ways of
spelling ‘LCA’ with ‘simplification’, ‘streamlining’,1

1 A wild card (*) was used to include different suffixes for streamlining and
simplification. It was judged less relevant for scoping and screening LCA.
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‘scoping’ and ‘screening’ (c.f. Table 1). A search on Scopus
for ‘title, abstract and keywords’ provided too many hits to
review them qualitatively (2653). It was therefore decided to
restrict the sample to articles that have these keywords in the
title. This produced an initial list of 147 (Scopus) and 132
(Web of Science) references (c.f. Table 1). A limitation of
the title-based search is that it only includes papers that ex-
plicitly self-identify simplification as the main research topic
or contribution. This restriction was perceived useful as it
steers sampling towards articles that make a conceptual con-
tribution to the simplification discourse. During the research
process, the sample was complemented with 33 articles iden-
tified using a snowball samplingmethod and suggestions from
co-authors and reviewers. The aim was to increase the quality
of the sample (Wolfswinkel et al. 2013).

Select After removing duplicates, an initial screening of the
titles and abstracts of the sample references was conducted
(Wolfswinkel et al. 2013). Based on this screening, 26 refer-
ences were excluded from the sample because they did not
focus on environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) or on a
simplification technique.2

Analyse and present The selected articles were subjected to a
more detailed screening and analysis of the content. After a
systematic search, the character of review changed to an em-
pirically grounded conceptual analysis. The analysis focussed
on the qualitative differences and similarities between differ-
ent simplification practices.

Tomake the analysis efficient, the authors attributed a level
of importance of a simplification technique to the publication
studied. Simplifications could be either central to the publica-
tion, applied in the publication or mentioned in the publica-
tion. Simplifications central to a publication were treated as
primary sources and were always recorded and analysed.
Simplifications that were applied or mentioned in a publica-
tion were only included if they contributed to a new concep-
tual insight to the respective simplification practice. Based on
this analytical heuristic, a dataset of 163 entries of conceptual
contributions to the simplification debate was created.

Using an open coding process (Wolfswinkel et al. 2013), a
list of simplification techniques was compiled. Similar tech-
niques were grouped in simplification strategies, and similar
strategies in overarching simplifying logics. In line with an
open coding process, existing terminologies in the publica-
tions studied were used to name the categories. This results
in a systematisation where the simplification technique groups
simplifications on an operational level and the simplifying

logic expresses the central overarching principle to which a
group of simplifications connects. Simplification strategies lie
in between and connect the operational techniques with the
theoretical logics. Table 2 presents an example of this
systematisation for the simplifying logic ‘exclusion’. The ex-
clusion of upstream energy sources is an example of a tech-
nique that excludes part of in the inventory model. In its own
turn, exclusion in the inventory model is an example of a
strategy following an exclusion simplifying logic.

3 Simplification in LCA

Following a bottom-up grouping of simplification practices in
the LCA literature, five simplifying logics were identified:
exclusion, inventory data substitution, qualitative expert judg-
ment, standardisation and automation. In this section, the five
identified simplifying logics are presented together with the
simplification strategies and techniques that follow these
logics.

3.1 Exclusion

If the LCAmodel is taken as a starting point, the analyst builds
up an inventory model by including ever more parts of the
product system and life cycle emissions. If the product system
and interactions with the natural environment are the starting
point, the analyst may exclude parts of that world to simplify
an assessment. Inclusion and exclusion approach the issue
from different angles but are essentially similar strategies for
selecting what to assess.

Exclusion strategies may focus on the inventory model or
on the impact categories accounted for. They allow to limit the
study to those parts that are relevant to the purpose of the
study. Exclusions can be reported in a goal and scope defini-
tion under system boundaries and choice of impact categories.
The reported choices influence the work done during the life
cycle inventory (LCI) and life cycle impact assessment
(LCIA) phases, and in an iterative LCA procedure, the analyst
re-addresses these choices repeatedly.

3.1.1 Exclusion in the inventory model

An analyst can simplify the inventory model by leaving out
part of the product system’s life cycle from the assessment.
Exclusions in the inventory model may focus on stages, (e.g.
use-stage), modules (e.g. transport to end-user) or processes
(e.g. softeners used in plastic packaging). Excluding a part of
the product system from the inventory model reduces the
amount of data the analyst needs to collect. Practically, exclu-
sions in the inventory model can be divided into horizontal
and vertical exclusion techniques. Horizontal exclusion tech-
niques reduce the parts of the product life cycle under

2 Examples of references excluded from the sample are an LCA study of a
touch screen (Lee et al. 2012a) and a medical study describing a mutational
screening of LCA genes (Verma et al. 2013). The final sample of articles
included 166 different publications.
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consideration by removing life cycle stages or modules from
the inventory model. Vertical exclusion techniques reduce the
detail of the inventory model in each stage by excluding pro-
cesses that are deemed irrelevant (Huebschmann et al. 2011;
Mueller and Besant 1999; Rebitzer et al. 2004). A well-known
vertical exclusion technique is the 1% cut-off rule. Given the
complexity of product systems, it is inevitable that inventory
models are incomplete.

Excluding parts of the product system intends to save time
and resources for data collection (Nicoletti and Notarnicola
1999). Some parts of the product system are irrelevant to the
outcome of the study and can be excluded. Depending on the
purpose of the study, it can be relevant to exclude parts of the
product system with minor emission flows in a hotspot anal-
ysis, common parts in a comparative analysis (Huebschmann
et al. 2009; Klöpffer and Grahl 2014) or up- and downstream
processes outside of control of the actors involved in a design
process (Lee et al. 2003; Lee and Xu 2004). It can be efficient
to focus on the most significant environmental aspects (Hur
et al. 2005) if these are known to the analyst.

However popular their application in LCA, exclusion strat-
egies are not unproblematic. It can be difficult to know which
parts of the system can be excluded safely without affecting
the outcome of the study (Hunt et al. 1998). One way to select
the most appropriate exclusion techniques is to screen the
entire product life cycle at a superficial level and exclude the
parts that matter least (Kressirer et al. 2013). Another way is to
test multiple exclusion patterns and identify which one gives
the most accurate results (Hunt et al. 1998; Kellenberger and

Althaus 2009; Lasvaux et al. 2014; Nicoletti and Notarnicola
1999; Ryu et al. 2003; Valkama and Keskinen 2008).

3.1.2 Exclusion of impact categories

Life cycle impact assessment typically implies the use of a
standardised impact assessment method such as
ReCiPe2016. These methods provide an extensive list of im-
pact indicators based on a state-of-the-art review of relevant
environmental science (Huijbregts et al. 2017). Exclusion
strategies have proven relevant to LCIA because analysts rec-
ognise that it is challenging for non-experts to understand
results expressed using 17 or more impact indicators.
Simplification strategies focus on reducing the number of im-
pact categories to improve the communication of the results to
a non-expert audience without affecting the outcomes of the
study—i.e. the identification of hotspots, rankings and recom-
mended decisions (Heidari et al. 2019; Soust-Verdaguer et al.
2016). The number of impact categories that can be safely
excluded is dependent on the covariance between impact in-
dicators (Huijbregts et al. 2006; Lasvaux et al. 2016; Moberg
et al. 2014; Steinmann et al. 2016). The literature reports that
five indicators may relatively well describe a homogenous
product group such as oil (Pascual-Gonzalez et al. 2015),
whereas it cautions against any exclusion of impact categories
for more complex products such as mobile phones (Moberg
et al. 2014).

A more radical version of this simplification strategy ex-
cludes almost all impact categories in favour of one or a few

Table 1 Search and selection criteria applied to generate the literature sample

Database Search string Hits

Authors Four early simplification articles 4

Scopus TITLE-ABS-KEY ((LCA OR “Life Cycle Assessment” OR “Life Cycle Analysis”) AND
(streamlin* OR simpl* OR scoping OR screening))

2653

Scopus TITLE ((LCA OR “Life Cycle Assessment” OR “Life Cycle Analysis”) AND
(streamlin* OR simpl* OR scoping OR screening))

147

Web of Science TI: ((LCA OR “Life Cycle Assessment” OR “Life Cycle Analysis”) AND
(streamlin* OR simpl* OR scoping OR screening))

132

Snowballing Publications found through snowballing and other methods 33

Exclusion criteria Exclude publications that are not about LCA OR that are not about scoping or screening LCA
(e.g. LCA of a mobile phone screen)

− 26

Final sample 166

Table 2 Three levels of
simplifications illustrated with the
exclusion simplifying logic

Levels of simplifications Example for the exclusion simplification logic

Simplifying logic Exclusion

└ Simplification strategy └ Exclusions in the inventory model

└ Simplification technique └ Exclusion of upstream energy sources

Int J Life Cycle Assess



proxy indicators to communicate potential environmental im-
pact. Popular proxy indicators are (non-renewable) cumula-
tive energy demand (CED) and/or global warming potential
(GWP) (De Benedetti et al. 2010; Duan et al. 2017; Frankl
et al. 1998; Huijbregts et al. 2006; Klocke et al. 2014; Scipioni
et al. 2013). These categories are understood better by a large
audience, which can help to diffuse LCA results.

Criticism within the LCA community of this exclusion
strategy has focussed on the extent to which impact categories
can be safely excluded. Especially, the use of a single proxy
indicator has been criticised for being a poor predictor of
environmental impact (Moberg et al. 2014; Pascual-
Gonzalez et al. 2015). To some professional decision makers,
single score values may seem untrustworthy (Baitz et al.
2013). As a strategy to accomplish LCA work, the reduction
of impact categories may reduce the efforts involved in gen-
erating primary emission data. Time savings have been judged
to be minimal if LCI data is available (Baitz et al. 2013). The
necessity to adjust the exclusion of impact categories to the
specifics of the context studied makes the process more com-
plex as well.

To sum up, an exclusion logic is prominent in inventory
modelling and impact assessment strategies. While common
practice in LCA, exclusion strategies may introduce inaccura-
cies into the results and promote burden-shifting within the
product system or between impact categories. Typically, ex-
clusion strategies aim to exclude parts that are of low relevance
to the outcome of an LCA study.This makes detailed knowl-
edge of the product system essential. Such knowledge may
result from prior experience; others select appropriate tech-
niques by reading more extensive LCA studies published
elsewhere. For specific applications such as Environmental
Product Declarations (EPDs) and Product Environmental
Footprints (PEF), product-based rules have been developed
to guide selection with regard to system boundaries and
impact assessment (European Commission 2018; ISO
14027:2017).

3.2 Inventory data substitution

Data collection and generation are cornerstones of LCA
work. The fit between data availability and system
boundaries greatly influences the quality of LCA results.
Where primary data are absent, LCA practitioners have
demonstrated great inventiveness in finding alternative
options. Since the emergence of standardised impact
assessment methods, data work in LCA studies has been
confined largely to collecting inventory data. Baumann
and Tillman (2004) distinguish between three data types:
product description, input flows (raw materials, energy,
other physical inputs) and output flows (waste flows, emis-
sions to air, water and land).

3.2.1 Model structure

A product description of the analysed processes provides the
structure of the inventory model. To this structure, input and
output flows are linked in the form of data on resources used,
waste and emissions produced. An analyst may split the mod-
el structure between a foreground system and a background
system and collect primary data only for the foreground sys-
tem (Baumann and Tillman 2004; Klöpffer and Grahl
2014). Thereby, the analyst effectively substitutes the de-
scription of the background system for a more aggregate
description of these processes. The background system is
hence not excluded from the study but instead substituted
by ‘black boxes’. This part of the model structure provides
little detail and its inventory data can be substituted by
secondary data sources.

The relation between model structure and flow data can be
complicated. In ideal conditions, the purpose of the study
steers foregrounding and backgrounding in the model struc-
ture and thus the detail in the input and output flow data that is
collected. In practice, it can be observed that the development
of the model structure is sometimes determined by the avail-
ability of flow data.

3.2.2 Input flows

Primary input data can be found in a bill of resources and is
usually based on technical and economic knowledge of the
product system. Data substitution of input flows is guided
by a diverse set of problems that an LCA analyst encounters
when modelling the inventory system. Firstly, input data is
difficult to collect for complex product systems such as
buildings (Bribian et al. 2009; Hester et al. 2018), cars
(Danilecki et al. 2017), electronics and information and
communication technology (ICT) (Moberg et al. 2014).
Secondly, input data becomes quickly more difficult to col-
lect when it resides outside the organisation that sponsors
the study (Baumann and Tillman 2004; Klöpffer and Grahl
2014). Thirdly, input data is difficult to obtain for product
systems that are under development. A particular product
can still be under design (Chen and Chien 2004; Hur et al.
2005; Malmqvist et al. 2011; Moberg et al. 2014). Input
data may simply be unavailable in research and develop-
ment phase of a product system (Huebschmann et al. 2009).
Continuous product development in the ICT sector reduces
the amount of time available to conduct LCA (Moberg et al.
2014). Fourthly, product systems that are considered
unique, such as construction projects, may complicate the
collection of input data (Bribian et al. 2009). Due to these
limitations, it is usually impossible to collect all input data
from primary sources.

Where primary data for the bill of resources is unavailable
for one reason or another, missing data can be substituted by
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data from other sources. Substitute data in the bill of resources
may come from similar processes known internally or from
other studies (Kressirer et al. 2013). Industry and patent liter-
ature have long been suggested as a source for substitute data
(Bretz and Frankhauser 1996). Alternatively, an analyst may
calculate mass and energy balances to fill in missing data
(Huebschmann et al. 2009; Huebschmann et al. 2011;
Mueller and Besant 1999). Relatively accurate data on the
operational energy use of buildings can be derived from dy-
namic thermal simulation tools (Bribian et al. 2009; Soust-
Verdaguer et al. 2016). Duan et al. (2015, 2017) have reported
the use of statistical reports to estimate transport volumes and
modes. Lastly, LCA databases like EcoInvent make transpar-
ent how its process data is built-up and may thus be used as a
data-substitute for input flows.

3.2.3 Output flows

Output flows include waste flows as well as the emissions to
air, water and land. In early LCA studies, much time was
typically spent on collecting primary emission data to build
up an environmental profile of each process and conduct the
LCA (Baumann and Tillman 2004; Klöpffer and Grahl 2014).
During the last two decades, it has become possible to substi-
tute primary output data for the data available in LCA inven-
tory databases. The use of databases is normally recommend-
ed for the analysis of the background processes of a product
system only. In the simplification literature, different studies
report the use databases to substitute primary data in fore-
ground processes as well (Hur et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2012b;
Moberg et al. 2014; Niero et al. 2014). While databases are
convenient data sources, the available data may not always
match the product system modelled (Moberg et al. 2014).
System boundaries may differ between datasets, and the reli-
ability and underlying assumptions of secondary data are not
always clear (Niero et al. 2014). Also, only a few countries
have their own comprehensive LCA database. Consequently,
a significant amount of work can be required to find a data
match that fits well with the description of respective process-
es in the analysed product system. It is common for the analyst
to select a well-fitting data match based on their expertise (Lee
and Xu 2004; Nicoletti and Notarnicola 1999). The closeness-
of-fit between a secondary data source and the product system
studied determines how appropriate the use of secondary data
is to model the foreground model.

Despite the common practice of relying on LCA databases,
other techniques allow for the substitution of primary emis-
sion data. Surrogate data may be collected from existing LCA
studies found elsewhere (Lee et al. 2012b), or it may be esti-
mated from a stoichiometric calculation (Arzoumanidis et al.
2013; Bretz and Frankhauser 1996; Huebschmann et al.
2011). Data from environmentally extended input-out tables
allows the analyst to generate a comprehensive study outside

the traditional process LCA environment (Suh 2009).
Emission data collection may in some instances be skipped
altogether if a relationship between mass and embodied emis-
sions can be established. In a trial study, Moberg et al. used a
regression model developed by Teehan and Kandlikar of 11
different ICT products to suggest that their greenhouse
gas emissions are 27 kg/kg (Moberg et al. 2014; Teehan and
Kandlikar 2013).

As a simplifying logic, data substitution is popular in LCA.
Secondary data are typically easier to acquire (Lee et al.
2012b; Niero et al. 2014) and yet, they allow analysts to quan-
tify the entire product life cycle (Bretz and Frankhauser 1996;
Hur et al. 2005). Therefore, data substitution prioritises the
completeness of a study over accuracy. A traditional downside
of using secondary inventory data stems from the inaccuracies
that it may introduce to the LCI results.While it has often been
assumed that data inaccuracies even out in the end (Bretz and
Frankhauser 1996), some express concerns about the ability of
analysts to select appropriate data substitutes (Hester et al.
2018; Olivetti et al. 2013). Structured guidance in the selec-
tion of inventory data may be a way around this problem. It is
also possible to calculate and use a probability distribution of
the environmental profile of material options that are available
in the same category. For example, if a particular type of steel
is unknown or lacks emission data, then a distribution of the
environmental profile of chromium and sheet steel materials
that are available can be used as substitute (Hester et al. 2018;
Olivetti et al. 2013).

3.3 Qualitative expert judgment—matrix approaches

Within the LCA process, there are many points where qualitative
judgments are introduced in the quantification of impacts. ISO
14044:2006 refers to the representativeness of data, consistency
and the reproducibility of the study as qualitative aspects of LCA
(ISO 2006b). In order to quantify, LCA studies are based on
many qualitative assumptions. Sometimes, qualitative judgment
allows for avoiding a full quantification. For example, the red
flag method provides the opportunity to assess impacts without
calculating these impacts with characterisation values (Baumann
& Tillman, 2004). In the reviewed simplification literature, the
central simplification strategy that emerged on the qualitative end
of the LCA spectrum is matrix approaches to LCA. The most
prominent matrix approach in the simplification literature is the
environmentally responsible product assessment (ERPA) matrix
developed at AT&T byGraedel andAllenby (c.f. Graedel 1998).
The ERPAmatrix builds on a 5 × 5 grid, combining different life
cycle stages and environmental stressors.3 Using the resulting 25-

3 The ERPA Matrix includes as life cycle stages premanufacture, product
manufacture, product delivery, product use, refurbishment and recycling and
disposal. It includes as environmental stressors the choice of material, energy
use, solid residues, liquid residues and gaseous residues (Graedel 1998).
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cell matrix, the assessor judges for each cell the importance of a
stressor in a life cycle stage (e.g. the importance of solid residues
during manufacturing). Supported by a checklist with questions,
the assessor assigns each cell a value between 0 and 4 based on
its perceived importance. Finally, a double weighting approach
allows for a final value used to assess the relative difference
between solutions (Graedel 1998). The ERPA matrix has been
especially popular in studies focussing on electronics and car
design (Chen and Chow 2003; Hochschorner and Finnveden
2003; Hur et al. 2005; Yang and Chen 2012).

Other matrix approaches work in a similar way. They
abstain from a formal quantification in favour of an expert
judgment on impacts, which are then given a numerical
value and aggregated (Fleischer et al. 2001; Weinberg
1998). Matrix approaches differ primarily in their assess-
ment of environmental stressors and product system
stages. They are sometimes combined with expert-based
methods such as the analytical hierarchy process (AHP)
and Delphi panels (Eagan and Weinberg 1999; Hur et al.
2005).

Matrix approaches are a simplification strategy that chal-
lenges the predominant idea that LCA should be a quanti-
fication of a product system and its effects. In situations
where little data is available, the logic of a qualitative expert
judgment may provide a suitable and quick way to assess
potential hotspots. A shortage of emission data was espe-
cially common during the early days of LCA, but it may
also occur during design processes where time restraints
limit the possibilities to quantify the environmental effects
of decisions (Lee et al. 2003; Yang and Chen 2012). Matrix
approaches, therefore, aim to produce useful results within
the time frame relevant to the design process (Fleischer
et al. 2001; Hochschorner and Finnveden 2003; Hur et al.
2005; Weinberg 1998).

After a brief surge in popularity, applications of matrix
approaches have become scarce in the simplification litera-
ture. A problem with matrix approaches is that the qualita-
tive expert judgment does not require the collection of new
data, incentivising conservative statements (Fleischer et al.
2001). The approach requires a high level of expertise (Hur
et al. 2005), which indirectly requires a quantitative under-
standing of amounts, emissions and impacts (Fleischer et al.
2001). The arguments against matrix approaches seem to
have grown in importancewith the development of commer-
cial LCA databases as well as advanced software packages.
The easier quantification of product life cycles seems to have
coincided with a reduced interest in matrix approaches.
Nonetheless, it is worth reminding that qualitative methods
remain especially useful in areas where ready-made quanti-
tative impacts assessment methods do not do justice to all
relevant environmental impacts. For example, the assess-
ment of agricultural products suffers from an inadequate
coverage of land degradation, biodiversity loss and pesticide

effects in conventional impact assessment methods (van der
Werf et al. 2020).

3.4 Standardisation

In science and technology studies, a standard is a set of
rules that promote similarity across time and space to en-
able people to coordinate their actions (Bowker and Star
2000; Busch 2011; Timmermans and Epstein 2010).
Within the LCA community, standards are normally not
explicitly recognised as a simplifying logic. Instead, stan-
dards are typically framed within a discourse of objectivity.
The effectiveness of standards has been discussed
concerning their ability to reduce the differences between
LCA outcomes due to subjective choices of the analyst
(Säynäjoki et al. 2017; Weidema 2014). From a simplifica-
tion perspective, standards follow a de facto simplification
logic because they intend to offer structure and guidance for
methodological choices in LCA. Methodological standards
and standardised LCA tools are two simplification strate-
gies discussed under this heading.

3.4.1 Methodological standards and guidance

As simplifications, standards and guidelines reduce the efforts
involved in making methodological choices by providing ac-
cess to codified expertise. The most important standards are
without a doubt the ISO 14040:2006 and 14044:2006 stan-
dards which harmonise the LCA terminology as well as many
important procedural requirements in LCA (ISO 2006a; ISO
2006b). The ISO standards are complemented by several sec-
tor specific standards, such as the EN15804:2012 for con-
struction works (CEN 2019).

Next to these generic standards, a large number of very
detailed standards and guidelines have been produced.
Within Europe, a harmonised LCA guideline has been pub-
lished by the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre
(JRC) on LCA (JRC 2010). Product Category Rules (PCRs)
guide the production of EPDs for market communication of
specific product-systems. Under auspices of the European
Commission’s Environmental Footprint initiative (EF) a
harmonisation of product-based rules4 is envisioned within
Europe (European Commission 2018). The introduction of
LCA in different legal contexts will likely drive a develop-
ment towardsmore detailed rules for how to conduct LCA. An
example of which is the upcoming introduction of an LCA-
based climate declaration in the permit process of residential
buildings in Sweden (Boverket 2018).

4 These product-based rules are referred to as Product Environmental
Footprint Category Rules (PEFCR)
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3.4.2 Standardised LCA tools

Standardised LCA tools simplify modelling and data work
by offering largely pre-structured inventory and impact as-
sessment models5 (e.g. Arzoumanidis et al. 2017; Beccali
et al. 2016; Heidari et al. 2019; Malmqvist et al. 2011;
Verghese et al. 2010). The inclusion of secondary data is
beneficial as LCI usually requires many resources (Zah
et al. 2009). There are many different types of tools avail-
able, as different contexts ask for different modelling struc-
tures and data use. Standardised LCA tools range from sim-
ple spreadsheet-based tools to more specialised LCA tools
that resemble software packages (Horne and Verghese
2009; Kellenberger and Althaus 2009; Malmqvist et al.
2011).

The simplification literature emphasises the accuracy of
LCA tools and their ease of use as key quality indicators
(Arzoumanidis et al. 2017; Heidari et al. 2019; Malmqvist
et al. 2011; Verghese et al. 2010). LCA tools are a good
way to introduce LCA when detailed knowledge of the meth-
odology is lacking (Malmqvist et al. 2011; Verghese et al.
2010; Zah et al. 2009). In these situations, LCA tools benefit
from aligning with a user-interface that is familiar to the inex-
perienced user (Bribian et al. 2009), such as an Excel spread-
sheet or a plug-in to already used design software (Malmqvist
et al. 2011). In addition, the promise of instant feedback may
be attractive to its users (Hollberg et al. 2020).While it may be
apparent, users are warned that estimates from simple LCA
tools do not replace more detailed LCA studies (Verghese
et al. 2010; Zah et al. 2009).

The accuracy of LCA tools varies and depends mainly on
the fit between the tool and the product system (Arzoumanidis
et al. 2017; Heidari et al. 2019). This explains why many tools
are developed with specific product systems in mind
(Arzoumanidis et al. 2017; Zah et al. 2009), such as PIQET
for packaging. Another development of fit-for-purpose tools is
to link tools to particular uses. For example, in the north
European residential building sector, one can choose between
‘all purpose’ LCA tools like OneClick LCA and BM1.0 and
use specific tools like CAALA and BidCon that align, respec-
tively, with architectural drawing and economic cost
estimation.

From a simplification perspective, the proliferation of LCA
standards and tools within different domains reflects the dif-
ferent contexts in which LCAs are conducted. Also, the pro-
liferation reflects a desire of stakeholders to exert influence
over the content of legitimate LCA practices. Because stan-
dards also serve to legitimise appropriate LCA practices, they
may be difficult to grasp and do not necessarily make LCA
easier to apply. To inexperienced users, it may be difficult to

identify the correct set of standards that are relevant to the
study.

3.5 Automation

The positioning of automation as a simplifying logic in LCA
is a relatively recent development. While automating parts of
LCA was advocated for early on (Bretz and Frankhauser
1996), it took a bit of time before it received attention in the
simplification literature. Automation strategies can be imple-
mented using LCA tools and software packages. The most
basic automation strategy in LCA is probably the calculation
and tabulation of LCI and LCIA results using spreadsheets
and dedicated computational software (Baumann and
Tillman 2004; Chen and Liau 2001). More advanced automa-
tion strategies have since emerged in the simplification litera-
ture. Contributions to automation in the simplification litera-
ture can be divided into computational and data integration
strategies.

3.5.1 Computational LCA

A variety of methods have been suggested to simplify the
computation of LCA. Modular LCA calculates the results
of individual stages first before adding up the sums for
each individual alternative value chain (Recchioni et al.
2007; Steubing et al. 2016). Parametric models have been
used to calculate large numbers of possible configurations
and find preferable alternatives (Hollberg and Ruth 2016;
Pelton and Smith 2015). A top-down parametrisation of
many configurations may be contrasted with a bottom-up
cluster approach, which reduces the number of configura-
tions (John 2012). The resulting cluster approach could
generate rules of thumb to predict potential impacts when
little information is available.

Within the reviewed simplification literature, computation-
al LCA has been discussed in a few other publications (Chen
and Chien 2004; Chen and Liau 2001; Zah et al. 2009). The
Sustainability Quick Check for Biofuels (SQCB) uses ques-
tionnaire answers to model and compute a life cycle inventory
based on prior knowledge of a collection of analysed product
systems (Zah et al. 2009). At a more advanced level, neural
network or response surface methods enable learning from
existing LCA for similar products to predict impacts (Chen
and Chien 2004; Chen and Liau 2001). One aspect that unites
these computational simplifications is that they depend greatly
on the availability of flow models and inventory data to com-
pute.Where good quality inventory data is available, automat-
ed computational approaches may make instantly visible how
potential environmental impacts change with each design de-
cision (Hollberg et al. 2020).

5 As opposed to all-purpose LCA software packages like GaBi, OpenLCA,
SimaPro and Umberto that provide a more open modelling environment.
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3.5.2 Automated data integration

Data integration and automation strategies aim to make data
easily available to the LCA analyst. Strategies may be sepa-
rated into ones drawing on product system data, an automated
integration of emission data and those identifying a match
between the two.

Already in the 1990s work on the automated transfer of
inventory data took place within the LCA community (Bretz
and Frankhauser 1996). To stimulate communication between
different datasets and software packages, the SPINE and
SPOLD data formats were developed (Baumann and Tillman
2004), and later the ILCD and EcoSpold formats (European
Commission 2010; Meinshausen et al. 2016). Today, data ac-
cessibility and interoperability are still important topics within
LCA, and a reason for the development of the Global LCA
Data network (GLAD). Other developments reflected in the
simplification literature include the import of product system
data from different computer-aided design (CAD) programmes
(Koffler et al. 2008; Malmqvist et al. 2011; Soust-Verdaguer
et al. 2016) and the connection between material databases and
emission databases (De Benedetti et al. 2010). Today, these
ideas find practical application in LCA plug-in tools for design
software (Bueno and Fabricio 2018; Hollberg et al., 2020).

Automation-based strategies aim for a fast quantification of
impacts (De Benedetti et al. 2010) introducing the ambition of
real-time optimisation (Hollberg and Ruth 2016). The expect-
ed time and cost reductions are an important argument for
automation strategies (De Benedetti et al. 2010; Hester et al.
2018; Kellenberger and Althaus 2009; Malmqvist et al. 2011;
Zah et al. 2009). It enables to reduce the workload for the
analyst (Kellenberger and Althaus 2009) or increase the
amount of LCA work done. Automation makes it possible to
assess entire product portfolios (Bretz and Frankhauser 1996;
Pascual-Gonzalez et al. 2015). It also enables to increase the
number of design alternatives or scenarios analysed (Hollberg
and Ruth 2016; Pelton and Smith 2015; Steubing et al. 2016),
so as to exploit a larger design space (Hester et al. 2018).

Automation strategies come with a cost to construct
models and collect data (Hester et al. 2018; Pelton and
Smith 2015). A way to reduce the data work is to use
commercial databases with emission data (Chen and Liau
2001; Hester et al. 2018; Zah et al. 2009). To judge the
efficiency of automation strategies, it is useful to compare
the time investments in the creation of the inventory model
structure and collection of flow data for the processes to
the time gained from the automated use of the model on
multiple cases. Time gain can be considerable when large
product portfolios are assessed. The opportunity to reuse
the model makes automation strategies more appropriate
for relatively similar product systems (Steubing et al.
2016; Zah et al. 2009) and less suitable to accommodate
radical design changes (Pelton and Smith 2015).

3.6 Additional terminology relevant for simplification

Heretofore, we have addressed five main simplifying logics in
combination with different simplification strategies and tech-
niques that follow these logics. Before discussing this classi-
fication further, we would like to pay attention to some key
current terminology relevant to simplification practices.

3.6.1 Simplifying assumptions

Assumptions are not typically considered a simplification strat-
egy on its own. At the same time, it is evident that assumptions
feed-into each of the different simplification strategies
discussed so far. The ISO 14040:2006 and 14044:2006 stan-
dards are rife with references to assumptions. Assumptions on
system boundaries, cut-off rules, and so on should be transpar-
ently discussed during the respective phase of the LCA.
Assumptions are made when simplification strategies are ap-
plied, whether one excludes part of a product system from an
LCA or substitutes inventory data. The consistency of assump-
tions should be analysed using a consistency check. The extent
to which assumptions influence the results should be part of a
sensitivity analysis (ISO 2006a; ISO 2006b).

From a simplification perspective, assumptions are proba-
bly most visible in scenarios of the future state of a product
system. For example, how to upscale a technology from lab-
oratory scale to commercial production that is representative
of actual future production (Dowson et al. 2012). Other situ-
ations exist where knowledge about the actual state of affairs
is lacking. For example, it is assumed that the outcome of a
non-representative survey on ketchup use represents actual
ketchup use (Andersson et al. 1998).

Assumptions may simplify assessment by providing ac-
ceptable alternatives for the unknown and the uncertain. For
example, it is assumed that all renewable energy resources are
zero emission technologies (Bribian et al. 2009) or that a type
of gas heater in a building is less than 100 kW (Kellenberger
and Althaus 2009). Sometimes, it may serve the purpose of an
analysis to make simplifying assumptions. In a paper compar-
ing six generations of a car brand, Danilecki et al. used time-
static calculations of emissions related to material use
(Danilecki et al. 2017).

Simplifying assumptions may introduce inaccuracies into
the LCA results (Danilecki et al. 2017; Dowson et al. 2012;
Soust-Verdaguer et al. 2016). To minimise and justify such
inaccuracies, it can be worthwhile to think about the kind of
evidence used to make simplifying assumptions. Many LCA
studies assumematerial use based on an educated guess by the
analyst, sometimes with reference to other literature (Frankl
et al. 1998; Soust-Verdaguer et al. 2016). Other studies may
rely on calculations (Dowson et al. 2012; Huebschmann et al.
2010), empirical evidence (Andersson et al. 1998) as well as
stakeholder opinions.
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3.6.2 Screening

Screening studies are not simplifications in their own right, but
they apply other approaches to determine whether more detailed
studies are needed. A screening approach aims to be comprehen-
sive but use a low level of detail (Kressirer et al. 2013). It is
thought that large errors become less significant in the final ag-
gregate results and that errors in opposite directions even each
other out, which is preferred over a systematic bias generated by
excluding parts of a process (Bretz and Frankhauser 1996).

Some screening approaches propose to use results from
other studies (Weitz and Sharma 1998). Others use screen-
ing indicators, secondary data or standard product modules
(De Benedetti et al. 2010; Huebschmann et al. 2009). A
more detailed example of a screening study, however, also
included many primary data points and even survey-based
scenarios (Andersson et al. 1998). Screening may be at-
tractive when many product alternatives have to be consid-
ered (Fleischer and Schmidt 1997). While screening is a
simple way to start an LCA, it may lead to a more extensive
LCA study in which simplification strategies are applied.

4 A systematisation of identified
simplifications

The simplification practices identified in the reviewed litera-
ture led to an empirically grounded systematisation of differ-
ent ways to simplify LCA. Table 3 presents five conceptual
simplifying logics connected to 13 simplification strategies.
Each simplification strategy is subsequently connected to its
operational simplification techniques and to the main areas of
concern that relate to its use.

Exclusion and inventory data substitution logics are prob-
ably the most recognised simplifying logics of those present-
ed. Theywere already part of the initial debate on streamlining
LCA (e.g. Christiansen 1997; Todd and Curran 1999; Weitz
et al. 1996). Both aim to reduce data collection efforts, but
they differ in the way to achieve this. Exclusion-based simpli-
fication strategies reduce parts of the inventory model and
impacts included. Inventory data substitution-based strategies
instead prioritise completeness and aim to reduce data work
using already available data. The success of either approach
depends largely on the degree to which these simplifications

Table 3 A systematisation of simplification strategies according to the simplifying logic

Simplifying logic Target for simplification
strategy

Target for simplification techniques Main concerns when using the simplification

Exclusion Inventory model Fewer stages and modules
Fewer unit processes, cut-off rule

Determining what can be safely excluded
Loss of information

Impact categories Fewer indicators
Proxy indicators

Finding covariance between impact categories
Loss of information

Inventory data
substitution

Model structure Substitute process description in background
system for ‘black-boxes’

Risk of adjusting model structure to data
availability

Loss of information

Input data Use secondary data from literature, calculations or
estimates

Accuracy of data substitutes

Output data Use secondary data from LCA databases, other
studies, mass balance- or stoichiometric
calculation

Accuracy of data substitutes
Overuse at a cost of primary data collection

Qualitative expert
judgment

Matrix approaches Rate relevance of key environmental issues in each
life-cycle stage (ERPA matrix, ABC/XYZ
matrix)

Reliability of expert judgment
Implicit quantitative underpinning

Red-flag method Interpret inventory results without quantitative
LCIA

Not specifically discussed in this paper
Reduced attractiveness due to integrated LCIA

methods

Standardisation Methodological standards
and guidelines

Prescribes terminology and procedure (ISO
14040/44)

Prescribes product-specific rules (PCR and
PEFCR)

Proliferation of standards
Identification of standard that fits purpose of

study

Standardised LCA tools Prescribes LCA structure and data fitted for a
specific product system or use application

Identification of tool that fits purpose of study
Accuracy and transparency of results

Automation Computational LCA Compute results with LCA software
Increase alternatives considered with parametric

LCA

Balance modelling time with expected gains
Transparency

Automated data integration Data handling by automated imports from
inventory databases and CAD software
facilitated by shared data formats and data
networks

Interoperability issues
Transparency
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lead to inaccuracies in the final results and whether it intro-
duces a loss of information relevant to the study. The simpli-
fication literature does not present conclusive evidence as to
which simplifying logic leads to better results.

Qualitative expert judgment is a simplifying logic expressed
mainly through matrix approaches to LCA. Matrix approaches
mark a departure from the idea that LCA revolves around quan-
tification of inventory flows and impacts. In doing so, matrix
approaches replace a formal quantification in LCA with an eval-
uative judgment based on expert knowledge. Reliability issues
can be addressed to some degree by implementing a consensual
approach such as the Delphi method. A decline in publications
focussing on matrix approaches to LCA is clear in the reviewed
literature. Alternative qualitative simplifications such as the red
flag method received little notice in the reviewed simplification
literature and are therefore not specifically discussed.

Standardisation is a simplifying logic that aims to provide a
common structure to LCA work. While usually discussed sepa-
rately, methodological standards and fit-for-purpose LCA tools
share ambitions to frame LCA applications. The ISO14040:2006
structures terminology and procedure but leaves considerable
space for deciding how to fit methodological choices to the goal
of a study. Specialised product-based standards prescribe detailed
rules for specific applications. LCA tools provide pre-structured
packages of methodological choices, data, and computational
rules. Many LCA tools are fit-for-purpose tools that can be read-
ily applied to specific product systems and uses of application.
The proliferation of rules and tools is an area of concern from a
simplification perspective. With so much choice, it may be dif-
ficult to identify what fits the context of the study. These diffi-
culties are exacerbated when multiple standards exist that legiti-
mate contrasting LCA practices.

Automation-based simplifications focus on computational
LCA and automated data integration. Computational approaches
reduce computing times and increase the number of product
variations that can be considered. Automated data integration
reduces data handling by importing data from inventory data-
bases, CAD software and other data sources. In recent years,
these strategies have become increasingly prevalent in the
reviewed simplification literature. Automation strategies are at-
tractive because they speed-up LCA work without necessarily
reducing its scope or accuracy. It is relevant to balancemodelling
time with expected gains from computational LCA approaches.
Furthermore, with the increase in LCA results that automation
strategies facilitate, it remains important to keep traditional LCA
concerns about transparency and quality of results in mind.

The five simplifying logics reflect different ways to handle
complexity in an LCA model while smoothing the procedure
of conducting assessments. Exclusion and inventory data sub-
stitution simplify modelling and data collection efforts.
Qualitative expert judgments may allow the analyst to abstain
from a formal quantification. Standardisation gives a common
structure to those who seek it. Automation can greatly speed

up computation and data handling. Together, they form the
main categories for the systematisation of simplifications de-
veloped in this paper. Each simplifying logic binds several
simplification strategies and operational techniques. The
resulting framework gives an overview of the types of simpli-
fications present in the LCA simplification literature.

5 Discussion

The streamlining debate in the 1990s introduced the idea that
simplifications are a natural part of conducting LCA.
Simplification was justified as a way to manage resources and
time effectively to model complexity in accordance with the goal
of a study (Christiansen 1997; Todd & Curran 1999). Today,
simplifications are still a common practice in LCA studies. The
reviewed simplification literature gives evidence of an abun-
dance of available simplification techniques. Several publications
report the use of multiple simplifications on a product system
(e.g. Arzoumanidis et al. 2017; Hochschorner and Finnveden
2003; Hur et al. 2005; Hunt et al. 1998; Moberg et al. 2014;
Soust-Verdaguer et al. 2016; Tasala Gradin 2020). Heretofore,
little effort has been made to systematise simplification ap-
proaches in a more general way.

Organising simplifications according to five simplifying
logics, as done in this paper, provides a structured and trans-
parent way to discuss simplifications in LCA. It enables the
analyst to identify similarities and differences between simpli-
fications. For example, it helps to understand what a PCR and
an LCA tool may have in common. It allows distinguishing
inventory data substitutions that aim for completeness from
exclusion strategies that reduce completeness of a study. The
three-level structure (simplifying logic, simplification strategy
and simplification technique) enables analysts to increase the
granularity at which simplifications are discussed. For exam-
ple, it allows distinguishing between different techniques used
to exclude part of the inventory model. Most simplifications
are applicable to multiple phases in the LCA method.
Understanding the similarities and differences between simpli-
fications is therefore better facilitated in a framework organised
according to simplifying logics. The resulting systematisation
can be used to transparently communicate about simplifica-
tions used in LCA studies. It can also serve as a heuristic to
learn about available simplification opportunities.

To learn and communicate about simplifications is important
for the credibility of LCA. Currently, many studies lack a trans-
parent reporting of simplification practices. This is unfortunate,
as the application of simplifications has been shown repeatedly to
influence the outcome of LCA studies (Hunt et al. 1998; Tasala
Gradin 2020). More transparent communication of LCA studies
may thus help build confidence in the quality of LCA studies.
Furthermore, the wide-ranging possibilities for simplification
havemade LCA accessible to thosewith less expertise. This type
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of capacity building is crucial for LCA to become globally main-
stream (Rebitzer & Schäfer 2009; Wangel 2018).

To use simplification techniques appropriately requires knowl-
edge of LCA and the simplifications at play. This point was
recently illustrated in a review of LCA studies using the
EcoInvent database, where the authors found widespread evi-
dence of inconsistent use and non-transparent communication
of data modelling choices (Saade et al. 2019). Despite their ap-
parent usefulness, it is important to not use simplification tech-
niques uncritically or as a substitute for LCA know-how. Also,
LCA analysts may have to balance the desire for simple and clear
outcomes with the ambition for accurate and thus more compli-
cated representations of the product value chain (Freidberg 2015).

Previous publications have established repeatedly that
there is no essential distinction between full and simplified
LCA (Arzoumanidis et al. 2017; Curran and Young 1996).
In practice, such distinctions are relative to the skill of the
analysts themselves and to quality standards appropriate in
the context of a study. Some LCA studies are so detailed that
they hardly qualify as simplified LCA, even though the au-
thors label them so (e.g. Andersson et al. 1998; Moberg et al.
2014). The systematisation presented in Table 3 enables the
analyst to distinguish between simplifying practices without a
need to position them against extensive LCA. In this way,
simplifications can be treated as part of common practices to
accomplish LCA work, instead of as an essential quality that
distinguishes simplified LCA from extensive LCA.

The systematisation of simplifications in LCA can be further
developed to include simplification practices that are absent from
this review. This is relevant as any pragmatic classification sys-
tem has imperfections (Bowker and Star 2000). Likely, the
reviewed simplification literature does not reflect the full richness
of simplification practices used in the LCA community.
Additionally, some simplifications may connect to multiple sim-
plifying logics. For example, while LCA tools follow a
standardisation logic, they may follow automation and exclusion
logics aswell.While some of the simplification approaches in the
literature focus onways for the analyst to handle product systems
complexities in LCA modelling, others focus on adaptations to
use-contexts (decision support, ecodesign, policy making,
ecolabelling, etc.). There can be considerable complexity to the
use-context with regard to needs and expectations on LCA in
management (Nilsson-Lindén et al. 2020) or policy-making,
which deserves more attention in the simplification literature.
Furthermore, more widespread adoption of life cycle thinking
(LCT) may reframe current LCA practices and open up to new
forms of LCA work (Heiskanen 2002). Finally, the article does
not provide conclusive evidence on which simplification tech-
nique should be applied to a specific product system. No evi-
dence has been presented about the superiority of any simplifi-
cation strategy. This is consistent with the understanding that
there is no one-size-fits-all approach to simplification (Todd &
Curran 1999).

6 Conclusions

This paper provides a first systematisation of the different
types of simplifications found in the LCA literature since the
early streamlining discussion in the 1990s. Five simplifying
logics were identified from the simplification literature: exclu-
sion, inventory data substitution, qualitative expert judgment,
standardisation and automation. The simplifying logics pro-
vide a terminology that distinguishes key conceptual contri-
butions to the simplification discourse.

Simplifications are very commonplace in LCA practice yet
rarely reported transparently. Aspiring to holistically assess all
relevant emissions and resources across the whole life cycle of a
product system, LCA users continuously face a need to cope
with complexity. Facing such a colossal task in a more modest
practical context, the LCA analyst will almost invariably need to
simplify some aspects in an LCA study to get the work done.
Given the importance of simplifications in LCA, practitioners
should be equally transparent about the reasoning on simplifica-
tions as they would be on other methodological choices. The
presented systematisation of simplifications provides a frame-
work and a terminology to help practitioners to communicate
more transparently about simplification in LCA.

Given the wide-spread use of simplifications in LCA, there is
a relative lack of literature discussing simplification on its own
merits. To begin, the simplification literature does not fully doc-
ument the rich variety of simplification practices out there today.
There is room for further research that describes simplification as
a practice and simplificationsmethodologically. Furthermore, the
literature is full of examples of singular simplification techniques
or applications in a specific product-system but no review articles
about simplification as such. There is thus also room for research
analysing and systematising the consequences of different sim-
plification strategies across product systems and types of appli-
cations. More systematic attention towards simplification would
be helpful in addressing complexities in both real-world product
chains and use-contexts for life cycle modelling relative to the
available resources to the analyst. With this paper, we hope to
open up a renewed debate on simplification practices in LCA.
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